IMUN starts Thursday at 13h00 at the Carlucci American International School of Lisbon where we lobby and merge until 17h00. Friday and Saturday we move to Centro Cultural de Belém in Lisbon where we debate each day from 9h00 – 18h00.

Cost - €75 per student and teacher. A €300 non-refundable registration fee is due April 1 to guarantee participation. The balance payment is due October 1.

Forums/Roles – GA, Special Conference, SC, ICJ, Press, Officer

GA and Special Conference – Schools may apply for a maximum of 10 delegations. Each delegation will be represented in the GA and Special Conference; thus schools may not have more than 20 delegates in total for these two forums. The main difference between the two forums are the agenda issues under debate. Due April 1 on FORM I.

SC – Schools may request 0, 1, or 2 the 15 slots. Each of the 15 positions will be represented by one delegate. MUN Directors may only request SC slots for those students who are strong, responsible, experienced debaters. Please note that all SC delegates must be present for the entirety of the conference without exception. Your request for a SC position(s) is due by April 1 on FORM I.

ICJ – A separate application form is required for all students wishing to apply to the ICJ. Please note that delegates applying as advocates must apply as a pair and judges may apply solo. A separate application form is due by May 15. Selected applicants will be notified shortly after all applications are evaluated.

Officers – MUN Directors may only put forth chair candidates those students who are strong, responsible, experienced debaters interested in chairing in the GA or Special Conference. Chairs must attend a workshop Thursday morning and undergo evaluation to be considered for a chairing slot. Chairs also represent a delegation. Chairing candidate names are due on FORM II by October 1. FORM II will be supplied once FORM I is submitted along with registration fee.

Press – Press applicants must be indicated on FORM II (see note above), due October 1, and follow the instructions found on the home page under Press on “Student Officer and Press Positions”.

Community housing is not provided but we have reserved a block of reasonably priced hotel rooms for the conference. Please see further details under Further Details Regarding the Conference. To access this page contact us for the password.
During the conference, bus transportation to and from the IMUN reserved hotels and our two venues is included in the fees but does not include the initial arrival to CAISL and the last departure after the closing conference at CCB. Information regarding additional transportation requests can be found at Further Details Regarding the Conference. To access this page contact us for the password.

For further details, please browse the rest of the IMUN pages, particularly the FAQ section.